D) Hertainness true Paul: a Hinia, in opening the hand, is a religious at. That's why I so wished to hear figure the word. Community in 1635 Juns. Snt. in 36 Ted. only 585 gave in #19 to USA!... my 311 hares were purchased last year... That is why I feel so ashamed embarrassed when all kinds please poverty am given instead I help! In this no recognition that I'd have this fortune - that it must be acknowledged am Hinia?... 

V) A) Yet pain is a opinion. True, sure. INJS - philanthropy important. BUT far from sufficient. Sometimes an open hand becomes round NO religion, its no relation to. ... philanthropy is a CONSUMER - I mean, but another stress. Philanthropy is a CORNERSTONE. It's - philanthropy. Judaism can be more responsible, relevant, needed. If philanthropy Judaism can be more responsible and worthy from Deity to Firm Judaism.

B) What pain? - AN126, AEP - was bound in such mean allegiance - commitment... relationship to Torah is by contract to Torah

C) IDENTIFICATION WITH ORGAN - belonging onto synagogues... Attachment to natural onto bodies, ... Jewish university... nation birth and with MOSIA.

II. A) But why... novel need not good enough... "belonging" to synagogues is begun, not and by pain... It... b) instead of - means not so in everyday sense of sound, but in some I whole personality harmonizing in nature to q-d. Economy forever can be beautiful, but! Thus... to q-d. Economy forever can be beautiful. But! Thus... and C: If we are not it - means, 19126, it is that and C: If we are not it - means, 19126, it is that and C: If we are not it - means, 19126, it is that... It means that all aspects of life are united in a single - not just individual focus, life, it cannot be anything else of itself. Instead of...
D) This means that Jewish life must not be narrowed - that it must embrace all areas of human activity. It means that language and literature, righteousness and social justice, food and business, prayer and scholarship - all can be sanctified as Jews, and all together form one common holiness. That is what Judaism. That is what it must be.

This unique, religious tie to God far outdistance the religions of other or older. Philanthropy, with its own Prior and ideology, or identification, or be depressed in most various ways. Thus:

1. Hebrew - or Hillel
2. "Jewish culture" - means art, music, theatre, and literature.
3. Social work - also Ceder.
4. "Jewish" - country club - as in Atlanta, Ga.
5. "Jewish" - correspondent to 3 so-called branches of Judaism.
6. "Jewish" - country club - or work. The city's identity - the Jewish country club.

For its basis is: it's a second home. And for its support is: it's your second home.
4) Well, man, who is right? — Yis 'l v'ni's, how? — ? v's, hi ni ni, nih, ni
b) Which of these theological viewpoints may we declare correct?

3) The test must be the personal experience and historical experience has shown
that the great philosophers are am. I. History has helped
keep other Jews true, but their descendants today, by
keeping their former traditions, have been able to

1) A "special interest" gene has been found in nature. (Know
the man who is perhaps the greatest poet in
Israel, Hebrew and Yiddish. More than 10,000 of his
songs: 1,000 of them in Hebrew, and 1,000 of them
in Yiddish. He wrote more more than ever been in a block. And
proof of proof of

4) No wonder than that. Tati'v adds a postscript
and says: — Tati'v adds a postscript, and

3) Admonish them to: "Abraham says: — Then he has grandchildren
who are brothers, who say the same thing! When
a parent lives a full, happy life — his children will too!
when the Patriarch is well-cared for in a sound

2) This, therefore, is the meaning of Abraham's statement: — Shpir un

1) This, therefore, is the meaning of Abraham's statement: — Shpir un

- when an abraham says: — then he has grandchildren.
when the Patriarch is well-cared for in a sound